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BroadcastLogger Professional  
 

The XENTAURIX BroadcastLogger (XBL) is a professional 
system for network based digital recording, streaming and 

retrieval of different TV, video and audio content as well 
as metadata. Originally designed as video logger for com-

pliance recording, the BroadcastLogger has meanwhile 
risen far beyond this application. It is used as a multi-

source / multi-channel encoding, transcoding, recording 
and streaming system for numerous applications such as 

 

 
 

� TV/radio compliance for broadcast 
� TV recording, editorial research, clip production 

� Monitoring of the competitive TV landscape, TV ratings 
analysis 

� IPTV/OTT applications for closed user groups 
� Training and further education 

� Activity recording in control centres, command centres,  
video, audio, monitor screen, keyboard logging  

� Video security    
 

Special features of the BroadcastLogger are the ground-
breaking user-friendliness, high flexibility and multifunc-

tionality.  

 
Expandable as required  

The BroadcastLogger Professional consists of an XBL-
Masterunit and several XBL-Subunits. The XBL-Masterunit 

manages and controls the entire system with all connect-
ed XBL-Subunits and includes the user and content man-

agement, the database, streaming and web servers. De-
pending on the version, the system can simultaneously 

process and record an unlimited number of TV and radio 
stations as well as video streams in different qualities for 

weeks and months up to years (loop recording).  
 

High density 
The XBL-Subunits are encoder, transcoder, recorder and 

storage system in one single device. Depending on the in-
put format, a Subunit can encode up to 40 channels and 

record the content either on the internal 8TB standard 
RAID disk array or on external storage servers. Depending 

on the rack mount housing version, the internal hard disk 
capacity per XBL-Subunit can be up to 64TB. Both record-

ing quality and bandwidth are individually adjustable for 
each channel from CIF to HD1080p. The high number of 

channels requiring only the smallest rack size (1-3 rack 
units, depending on the version) saves both rack and en-

ergy costs. 
 

Recordings and searches in metadata 
such as EPG, subtitles, closed captions, as-run logs or 

transcription texts from voice recognition can be recorded 
in sync with the content. Bookmarks may be added during 

or after the recording. Thanks to the combination of 

metadata and recordings, programmes can systematically 
be searched and played to the second by entering key-

words in conjunction with the integrated search engine. 
This makes the BroadcastLogger a TV/radio/video search 

engine which is second to none. 
 

Highly scalable, multifunctional system 
The XENTAURIX BroadcastLogger uses the H.264 codec 

and/or records direct streams (TS) with proxy. This allows 
high-quality video and audio recordings with low storage 

requirement. The BroadcastLogger system uses the inte-
grated transcoder and streaming server for streaming in 

H.264 Anywhere format - live, timeshift and as VoD. With 
this format, all common stationary and mobile devices 

with different operating systems such as iOS, Android, 
Windows etc. are supported.  

 
 

State-of-the-art layout 
The modern user interface (UI) combines live view, 

search, playback, metadata and clip production in one 
layout. The layout can be customized. The storyboard is 

another highlight of the logger, visualizing a chronological 
image sequence which makes it an excellent tool for edit-

ing broadcasts.  
 

Video clip production  
Video clips can be produced very easily via the XBL-Player 

or to the frame using the X-Editor software on the net-
work. Thanks to add-on modules, the video clips are also 
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available in other video output formats in addition to the 

H.264 and MPEG2 format. For recording service or long-
term archiving, a complete production or archiving system 

with CD/DVD/BR robots can be offered.  
 

Individual user interface (UI) 
The BroadcastLogger user and administration surface is 

browser-based and stands out through its highly modern 
design and the visually attractive on-screen overlay con-

trols. Two layout templates (titanium, white) are available 

for system layout design, and custom interfaces can not 
only be composed for individual comfort and functionality, 

but can also be stored personalized.  
 

An HTML based page layout is available for mobile re-
trieval.   

 
Multisource operation  
The basic version of the subunits is equipped with TS-IP   
inputs. Optionally, analogue, DVB-S/C/T, ASI, RTSP, TS-

IP, SD/HD-SDI, RGB/DVI/HDMI or FM/AM inputs are 
available.    

Integrated receivers 

For the use in DVB/DAB and FM/AM applications, the Sub-
unit is equipped with integrated receivers. A DVB-S re-

ceiver can include up to 8 internal tuners. During FM op-
eration, the receiver card can process up to 32 radio sta-

tions.  
 

Customized solutions  
Additionally, numerous hardware components and soft-

ware modules are available for customer and application-

specific solutions. The XBL layout is customizable to fit 
OEM requirements. The standard version is delivered with 

German and English menu; further languages and charac-
ters can be added upon request. 

  
No client licence costs 

There are no client licence costs for the BroadcastLogger 
Professional system. System load or LAN bandwidth are 

the only factors limiting the number of system users. 
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Extensions/software and hardware modules 
 
 

Input formats: 
By default, the XENTAURIX BroadcastLogger (XBL)appliances are equipped with M/SPTS IP-inputs. The appliances are availa-

ble with integrated receivers for DVB-S/CT and radio AM/FM, with built-in grabber cards for analogue/composite, HD-SDI, ASI 
and DVI/HDHMI/RGB, and RTP/RTSP, TS or H.264 streams can be captured directly.     

 
XBL hardware 

The XBL hardware is designed to guarantee a very high level of operational safety. The following hardware options are avail-
able in order to ensure maximum failover:   

� X-RAID5 + storage upgrade: expandability from RAID1 to RAID5 recording with 8TB (XBL Standard), extension 

of the storage capacity by a further 8TB for XBL-Standard and -Professional versions 
� X-8TB Storage. Extension of 8TB storage capacity, for XBL-Standard or Professional Subunits  

� X-PSU Redundant power supply 
� X-Cluster: Cluster system for highest operational safety   

� X-Failover Failover backup server for failure protection (n+1) 
 

 
TS recording 

� X-TS Module: For recording and playback of TS streams with low resolution proxy 
 

 
Analysis 

� X-TV Rating Monitor is an ideal tool for presenting and evaluating viewer ratings, specific audiences or audience 
flow data. This is a very effective way to evaluate and optimize TV programmes or commercials. 

 
Monitoring  

The BroadcastLogger provides a large number of monitoring features, DVB signal strength and quality are logged, signal error 

messages are generated for CC (Continuity, Counter), PMT (Program Map Table), PES (Packet-sized Elementary Stream) and 
TEI (Transport Error Indicator)  

Paid modules are available for   
 

� X-VALD  (video/audio loss and image freezing)  
� X-Loudness: To monitor and display the level volume according to EBU R128 and ITU BS1770-2l 

 
 

Add-ons:  
� X-CC/TT With this module, subtitles and DVB subtitles as well as teletext pages are extracted from the TV signal 

and stored in the database along with the videos. Thanks to text-based search functions, relevant videos can be 
played back immediately 

� X-MultiAudio for recording, streaming and playback of another stereo channel in a video stream. Up to 8 stereo 
channels can be embedded in one stream 

 
 

Production 
For clip production, the following modules are available: 

 

� X-Editor editing software for single frame control with cut and copy functions including USB shuttle for variable, fast 
picture search, as well as programmed function keys 

 
� X-Producer: software module for burning video clips according to clip list on CD-ROM or DVD via network, incl. 

MPEG-2 transcoder software.  
 

� X-Exporter: Transcoder add-on for creating video clips with different codecs and resolutions 
 

 
For available software and hardware extensions for the XBL-Masterunit and Subunits as well as for support 

and service, please refer to www.xentaurix.de 
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     XENTAURIX BroadcastLogger Professional Highlights 
  

� Cutting-edge, easy-to-use, web based interface  

� Customizable layouts and player designs with four templates 

� Multiscreen view for live and simultaneous playback  

� Modular design, can be extended at any time, no channel limit  

� Input signals: analogue, SD/HD-SDI, DVB-S/C/T, TS-IP, RTSP, ASI, FM/AM/DAB, RGB/DVI/HDMI,  

� Quick insertion and configuration of new signal sources 

� Simultaneous display and playback of selected channels and video clips 

� Import, display and search of metadata such as EPG, as-run logs, subtitles, bookmarks, voice recognition  

transcriptions   

� Playback of recorded data via bookmarks, keywords, calendar, fast forward and rewind, clips 

� Patented process for network-based, time-shifted playback 

� Storyboard function 

� LDAP support 

� Transcoder support 

� Built-in clip maker and EPG importer 

� Direct recording of H.264 and TS streams with proxy 

� Ring buffer adjustable for each channel (in days or by storage capacity)  

� Built-in timer for scheduled recordings  

� Administration level: configuration, search, filtering, grouping, signal analysis of live and recorded signals 

� Alarm management and mail notification, system status display 

� Cluster and failover backup system for highest level of operational safety  

� German and English menu, further menu languages upon request. 

� Most reliable software and hardware 

 

Recording time in days with a total storage capacity of 8TB 
 

Number of channels/bandwidth 512 Kbps 1Mbps 2Mbps 4Mbps 

2 560 280 140 70 

4 280 140 70 35 

8 140 70 35 17.5 

16 70 35 17.5 8 

32 35 17.5 8 4 

 
Available models 

 
Item code Type 

400550 XBL-MU Masterunit  Professional in 19” rack version (2 rack units)  

420102 XBL-Subunit 2U-Framework  with 6 hot swap bays, equipped with 4 x 2TB 24/7 hard disks @ 
RAID5 level, 16GB RAM, OS Win 8.1, 2x SSD120GB @RAID1 for OS, Ethernet 2x 100/1000Mbit/s, 

6xUSB 2.0, Housing 19",2HU rackmount chassis (WxHxD) 430x88x 660mm, weight: ~26kg, PSU2 
single : 120-230V AC, 650W 

420103 XBL-Subunit 3U-Framework  with 8 hot swap bays, equipped with 4 x 2TB 24/7 hard disks @ 
RAID5 level, 16GB RAM, OS Win 8.1, 2x SSD120GB @RAID1 for OS, Ethernet 2x 100/1000Mbit/s, 
6xUSB 2.0, Housing 19",3HU rackmount chassis (WxHxD) 430x 132x 660mm, weight: ~28kg, PSU2 

single : 120-230V AC, 650W 

 Other Subunit Frameworks on request 

400613 X-REC Capture and recording device for XBL- BroadcastLogger Standard or Professsional Subuits 
with 1 x M/SPTS-IP input, per channel 

 


